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M E H H T O K E N



By connecting merchants, banks,
and the blockchain with this open
network, we’re building a new, global
payment system to challenge the
status quo.



Disclaimer of liability
This document is a technical white paper that represents
the current status and future plans for the MEHH platform.
The particulars mentioned herein are for informational
purpose only and do not constitute any legal relations.
MEHH does not take or purport to make any form of
disclaims in terms of representation, warranty, or
undertaking to any entity or person. We accept no liability
for any damage caused by the use of this whitepaper.

This whitepaper may contain reference information,
graphics, research data, and industry publications from
third-party. We do not take any warranty to the accuracy and
completeness of third-party data. Further, neither the third-
party interference nor its assumptions are independently
verified.



No offer of securities or registration
MEHH whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service
offering document and is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to
buy any security, investment products, regulated products or financial
instruments in any jurisdiction. No authority or governing body has
approved of the information set out in this whitepaper. Registration for
participation mentioned in this whitepaper is not guaranteed. You are not
eligible to register for any MEHH Token or MEHH Coin if you are not a
citizen or resident of countries where Crypto Trading is exempted.

No advice
The information in this whitepaper must not be considered for business,
financial, legal, or tax advice. Consult your professional advisor before
investing in MEHH or its products.
 Cautionary note on forward-looking
statements 
The MEHH Whitepaper comprise statements that are forward-looking in
nature subject to uncertainty and risk. Neither MEHH nor any other
representative represents, undertaking and/or warranty to actual future
results, achievements, or performance of MEHH may differ from
mentioned in these forward-looking statements.



No factor causes the actual outcome or result of different future
performances or policies of MEHH. Furthermore, MEHH disclaims any
responsibility to update any of the information on forward-looking
statements in reflection to future developments, circumstances, events, or
in case of upgrades. For new information, we request you to reach us at
info@mehhcoin.com. 

The forward-looking statements are subject to evolve with time due to any
update, risk, uncertainty and other factors, causing a change in future
performance, or achievement of MEHH, to be materially different from
original offerings.

Licence
MEHH intends to operate in full compliance with laws and licences.
Subject to this, MEHH exempt to undertake any form of guarantee.

Third-Party Involvement & Rights
This document may refer to information (in form of graphics, content,
links and more) from third-party websites which are subject to reference
purpose only.
Further, no third party can use the information mentioned in the
whitepaper for personal use. Whosoever, need to verify or use
information from this whitepaper may require permission from MEHH.

mailto:info@mehhcoin.com
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Introducing MEHH

It is an IoT investment ecosystem powered by Ethereum, built on a open-
source decentralised application that offers the ability to store and
retrieve data from the blockchain ledger.

Our solutions are easily tailored to meet the context, organizational
configuration, business workflows, and market landscape that are
unique for each company. 

By redefining the way people generate income, MEHH strives to
democratise financial services so everyone has equal access to
investment opportunities.

About MEHH Whitepaper
This document outlines our approach towards building a sustainable
MEHH environment, a token economy, MEHH monetary and interaction
policies, as well as providing an adequate fair price estimate for our
tokens. After reading this document, you’ll be able to easily and quickly
understand the purpose of MEHH.

This is MEHH Whitepaper. Enjoy!

MEHH is an open network for enabling instant cryptocurrency
payments in stores and online, allowing merchants to receive
secure cash deposits via their existing points-of-sale.



Principle of Network Development
In order to become a trusted, public cryptocurrency payment rail, we believe
that MEHHH must be:

Key
Features

Instant

Open

Simple

Compliant

Secure

Useful

supports local compliance
requirements and data protection.

runs on safe encryption of
information, putting barrier between
hackers and identifiable information.

provides secure, scalable and
instant transactions powered by
PoS side chains.

Broadly accessible and
widespread acceptance beneficial
for POS integrations.

simple integration, operation, and
settlement for developers,
merchants, and consumers.

widespread acceptance and
requires no proprietary license.



Mission
To Remove Barriers to Owing Digital Assets.
MEHH is on an expedition to innovate the digital
payments landscape by assuming a consumer and
business-centric approach. Our efforts are powered by an
ethereum-backed platform and dedicated cryptocurrency.
This will offer our users a decentralized marketplace,
where they can execute payments easily without
compromising their security or incurring additional costs.

Our Versatile Solutions

 Transform how money is moved, spent or invested
  Safeguard data through secured blockchain
technology
 Democratized blockchain technology by developing
innovative platforms that make a positive effect.

To facilitate the mass adoption of cryptocurrency. 
In our journey to redefine the fintech industry we
envisioned to:

Vision



Integration with SocialRact App
Socialract is a mobile application that 
allows users to share content and get 
donations. The app utilises data from 
users, thus cannot comprise the data security.  It is a social media
platform where users can interact and share content without any
limitations. Besides, the users can send and receive donations on
the post.  

MEHH Applications
In this section of MEHH use cases, we'll discuss both the consumer
and business sides.

The social media industry is
worth $102.62 billion offering
huge scope for integration.

MEHH offer a secure platform
for content storage,
transaction, and rewards.

Fact

MEHH Benefit



- Users Can Donate Using Native Token
MEHH gives instant exposure to SocialRact users to use a native
token or any other token for donations. MEHH next-generation public
blockchain enables transactions worldwide between people and
businesses. 

Security: Fault-tolerant design will ensure safe transactions. 

Instant transfer: MEHH delivers instant transfer confirmation at a

low-cost fee.

Permissionless: MEHH is an open-source project that welcomes

users to join the network and contribute.

Our MEHH is a decentralised platform where users can send and
receive payments from any wallet, in any coin.

Integrating MEHH platform with Socialract will allow: 

Socialract

MEHH
Network

Any Merchant

Any Coin Any Fiat



- MEHH Token to Buy Item on SocialRact
Purchasing items on SocialRact is easier and safer with MEHH
Token. Once the user makes a selection of the items, then they can
use MEHH Token as the payment option. After certification, the
payment is transferred to the merchant's account and the item is
delivered to the user. 

No uncontrolled storing or sharing your data
Privacy and security assured
Single sign-on
Rewards for loyalty and referrals

Reduce fraud
Reduced transaction cost
Minimize regulatory exposure
A new set of high-value customers
Customize experiences using user behavioural data
Offer MEHH Token as incentives

Integration of MEHH token with Socialract app delivers the following
value propositions

Verify payment via
MEHH token

User Select Items Merchant

Purchase
item

Payment
success

Retailers

Consumer



- Buy or Sell on Exchange Platform
MEHH platform is driving towards a better digital future. We allow users to
trade coin on our exchange platform or any other native exchange platform.
Our vision of enabling mass adoption of digital assets depends
fundamentally on bringing a platform to market that is simple, intuitive and
user-friendly.

Putting aside the risk of investing in digital assets, exchange offers a
seamless trading experience to users, resolving the biggest barrier to entry
for most purchasers.

Funds

User

Exchange
PlatformWithdraw

(Any Coin)

CUSTOMER
Buy a large range of tokens
Easy access to buy, send or
receive tokens
Convenient to move tokens

Incentives

MERCHANT
Receive payment in
cryptocurrency
Quick and easy access into
digital assets
High liquidity



- Other Decentralized Offerings
Other than the use cases mentioned above, we intend to build a suite of
decentralized products, planned in our roadmap (see the section below). 
 MEHH is not limited to decentralized borrowing/lending services.  

Some of our offering like reducing gas cost will be powered by MEHH Token.
Or building a videogame on MEHH network. In addition to setting up MEHH
research lab to carry out industry-inspired open access research in blockchain
technologies and decentralized systems.

  

Developer

Partners

Community

- Currency Decentralization
MEHH platform is built on a decentralised Etherum technology. Its
permissionless network allows anyone to participate in the multi-layer
network that solves partners, developers, and community needs
alike. Our decentralised network delivers the following value
propositions:

</> Add retail payment features to any app
Streamline acceptance of cryptocurrencies
for merchants 
Eliminate volatility exposure

Lowers barriers to launch payment service
Reduces cost of launch
Operate non-custodial micro-finance and
micro-transaction services 

Storewide variety of currency or tokens
Solves micropayment issues



MEHH Accomplishment & Milestone

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

Development of Native Currency - MEHH Coin
with blockchain fork of ETH.

Development of MEHH Coin

COMPLETED

Getting started with creating brand awareness.
Landing Page & Whitepaper

COMPLETED

Create a brand strategy and bring customers
together.

Marketing & Community Building

Partnering with a social media app SocialRact to send &
receive donations on post!

Partnership with SocialRact App



Accomplishments

IN PROGRESS

Configuration of MEHH Token on SocialRact app
Integration of MEHH with SocialRact App

IN PROGRESS

Creating a secure platform for transactions
Wallet Creation for Users

IN PROGRESS
Development of Cryptocurrency Exchange

IN PROGRESS

Scale Ethereum via the Eth2 upgrades
Moving to Proof of Stake (POS)

Building an exchange and swapping platform for
crypto traders
 



Future Work & Goals

TBA

Users can buy items with our native currency / other
tokens on SocialRact 

Launch Native Currency / MEHH Token

TBA

Reduce Gas
Increase transaction speed
Cross-chain & bridge Implementation with other blockchain

Gas Token

TBA

Development of Battle Royal Videogame
Integrating MEHH Token with Game 

Token-Based Gaming Model

TBA

Studying the decentralized marketplaces
E.V lab setup and manufacturing

Lab setup



MEHH Token Tokenomics

MEHH Token is a native cryptocurrency, designed for the MEHH environment
to power the ecosystem and govern the community.  The total number of
tokens created will be $165m for initial liquidity for the community. While
$129.8m tokens of $165m total issuances will be out for sale. With the rest,
$30m and $5m a small portion is reserved for future expansion and
shareholders respectively.

Token name
Token Type
Token Price (per MEHH)
Maximum token creation
Total market flow 
Future expansion
Token for teams
Airdrop
Referrer

MEHH
ERC - 20

30m
5m
100k
100k

Token Market Distribution

230m
194.6m

0 to $1.68



Airdrops & Bounty
From time to time we'll be announcing airdrop & bounties to promote
MEHH Token for community building. 

Total Market Flow

Future Expansion

Token for Team
Airdrop & Bounty

MEHH Token Allocation

84.6%

13.04%

2.17%
0.08%



People Behind MEHH Token

Co-Founder
Orton Emmanuel

Founder

Morgan RoseMübariz Z. Aliyev Aldin Zorlak

Adeujumo Jesutofunmi

Chief of PRCompliance / Legal Expert Senior Designer

https://ee.linkedin.com/in/mubariz-aliyev


Given the technological advancement in the past decade, and the failure of data
decentralisation laid barrier to store information between networks, it is evident
that crypto trading requires a major upgrade. 

Technological innovation is the need of the hour which is a reliable and secure
solution across stakeholders. Thus, MEHH aims to develop a platform through
the use of innovative Etherum Blockchain Technology that is easily accessible,
convenient, and secure.

In this paper, we have discussed the design and implementation of the MEHH -
an IoT investment ecosystem. It is comprised of a decentralised investment
platform and a token. It is designed to create an open, fair, and streamlined
environment for the next generation of investing to give everyone equal access
to the multi-trillion dollar economy.

Key Takeaways
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